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INTRODUCTION 
In this article we present the exact solution, to first order of the interacting field, 
of the following canonical problem. We consider the scattering system consisting 
of an isotropic elastic medium containing an infinite cylindrical void (= hole), from 
which emanates a half-penny-shaped crack. The crack lies in a plane containing the 
axis of the cylindrical void, also the crack intersects the void at its own axis of sym-
metry. In the paragraph below we define what is meant by obtaining the solution 
'to first order'. 
The problem is formulated as a Born series solution in crack-opening displace-
ment, the independent terms corresponding physically to the number (= order) of 
times an incident ray interacts with either the crack or hole. We emphasize that 
the terms 'Born' and 'ray' do not imply a low or high frequency asymptotic analy-
sis; the solution methodology here presented is exact. The Born series reveals the 
perhaps physically obvious observation that solving for crack-opening displacement 
to first order amounts to computing the COD due to the total field resulting from 
a scattering process from the hole by itself. The latter solution is readily obtained 
from the literature (we use the excellent treatise by Eringen and Suhubi [1]), and 
the former from a recent formulation [2J which addresses a normal edge crack in a 
halfspace, of which this current work is an extension. For the current Born series 
solution this result can be utilized, since it possesses the proper edge condition at 
the crack mouth. 
The crack-opening displacement obtained is then used to compute Auld voltage 
differentials (Auld [3]) corresponding to a hole-crack v.s. hole situation. These pro-
vide the natural deterministic foundation of a crack POD (probability of detection) 
model for the interrogation of cracks which emanate from rivet holes in an airframe 
panel geometry. 
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This article is structured as follows. In the next section we present the Born se-
ries formulation of the problem. Following that we have a section which presents 
the solution corresponding to summing the series to first order in the COD. Then 
we devote a section to the presentation of frequency and time-domain Auld voltage 
differentials for the case of incident plane L- and T-waves, and for different crack 
sizes and orientations to the incoming wave. Finally, we end with a brief discussion 
section. 
FORMULATION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
We consider a three-dimensional elastic medium which contains an infinitely ex-
tended hole with radius 'a' and surface aDh. Furthermore the domain Dh exte-
rior to aDh is homogeneous except for the presence of a half penny-shaped crack 
aDt u aD-; of radius 'd' which lies in a plane intersecting the axis of aDh, and 
which itself intersects aDh at its own axis of symmetry. Hence we take our spa-
tial domain of definition D to be the infinite exterior region with closure aD == 
aDh u aDc, here aDc denotes the crack surface corresponding to the physical crack 
aDtuaD-;. We further define Dc to be the infinite region such that DcUaDc == 1R3. 
We adopt on D a global cylindrical (r,8,z) coordinate system (the z-axis co-
incident with the axis of symmetry of aDh), with orthonormal basis (en e9, ez ). 
The crack surface aDc is taken to lie at 8 = 8c, on which we affix a local carte-
sian (x,y,z) system (with orthonormal basis (ex,ey,e z )) with origin at r = a and 
orientated such that ex = er and ey = e9. In addition we orientate the surfaces aDh 
and aDc with their respective normals nh == -er and nc == -ey , 
Our field variables are position i E 1R3 and time t E JR.l, although we will also 
work with the conjugate variable w E IRI via the Fourier transform convention 
00 00 
f(w) = J dteiwtj(t), i(t) = (211")-1 J dwe-iwtf(w) (la,b) 
-00 -00 
Our main field quantity for all i E D is the displacement field 
a(w, i) == aO + aBC 
which we here define to be comprised of a given incident field ao together with a 
scattered field asc which we seek. 
(2) 
We adopt the notational convention that equations which relate field quantities 
lacking in superscripts will be taken to be valid for all possible (i.e. those which oc-
cur not only before, but also possibly after the appearance of the equation) super-
scripts, including none at all. Hence for example to each (of the current three and 
those which come later) displacement field we define the corresponding stress field 
~(w, i) == AN. a + p, (va + [vaf) == H(w, i)[a] (3) 
~ 
Here I is the identity tensor and A, p, denote the Lame constants corresponding to 
the elastic medium, also we refer to 'R as the Hookean operator. In addition we de-
fine the elastic wave operator 
~ ~ 
l(w, i) == (A + 2p,)VV. -p,V X V X +pw2f (4) 
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which we note contains respectively a force term via V·iJ in (3) and an inertial term 
via pal.fi (here p denotes the mass density of the medium). For x E aD we further 
define the traction fields 
~( ~) :::: A t w,x == (J. n (5) 
where for x E aDh we take n = nh, and for x E oDe we take n = ne. 
Our boundary value problem P(uO) is as follows. We seek the scattered field 
usc for all xED and there satisfying the field equation and traction-free boundary 
conditions (using (2) and (5)) 
~ 
Luse(w, X) = 0, x E Dj fse(w, x) = -to, x E aD ( 6),(7) 
together with appropriate radiation (for IIXII --t (0) and edge (for x E a(aDe)) con-
ditions. The physics of the radiation condition is that of assuring causality of the 
time-domain field, the edge condition specifies (i) A bounded roc field on the crack 
mouth aDe n aDh, and (ii) An unbounded fse field but with bounded strain energy 
density on the remaining crack-edge portion of aDe• 
We next express the solution usc of P( uO) as the superposition 
(8) 
of the respective solutions of the boundary value problems Ph(UO + u(e») and 
Pe(uO + u(h»), which we next pose. The cylindrical hole problem Ph(UO + u(e») is 
(9),(10) 
with an appropriate radiation condition. The crack problem Pe(UO + u(h») is 
~ 
L~~(e)( ~) O~ ~ D u w,x = , x E ej (11),(12) 
with both radiation and edge (the same ones for P(uO)) conditions. That 
Ph(UO + u(e») and Pe(UO + u(h») provide the solution to P(UO), via (8), is readily 
checked: (i) Llinear and Dh n De == D give that (6) is a consequence of (9) and 
(11), (ii) aDh U oDe == aD and aDh n aDe is of measure zero in aD gives that (7) 
is a consequence of (10) and (12), and (iii) usc satisfying radiation and edge condi-
tions is a consequence of the u(h) and ute) satisfying the same per the specifications 
above. 
The significant feature ofthe boundary value problems Ph(UO + u(e») and 
Pe(uO + u(h») is that the boundary conditions of each is a (nonlinear) function of 
the solution to the other. The physics of this mathematical coupling is the con-
sequent multiple s.:attering effects that take place between the hole aDh and the 
crack oDe. These e~ects can be seen explicitly by a straight Born series iteration 
between Ph and Pe , seeding either one of them with the incident field uo. We ob-
tain 
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which is an equality between scattered fields, having elected to denote the 15, 15h 
and 15c as operators which map the incident field in their arguments to the scat-
tered field resulting from the corresponding boundary value problem solution: 
15( itO) == it sc , 15h (itO + it(C») == it(h), 15c (itO + it(h») == it(c) (14) 
We note the physics of the first two terms on the right-hand side of (13) is that of a 
direct interaction of the ito with the respective surfaces aDh and aDc. The second 
two terms correspond to the ito interacting with the same respective sufaces aDh 
and aDc, but only after first interacting with the respective surface aDc and aDh. 
We refer then to the former and latter two terms in the Born series as correspond-
ing respectively to 'zeroth order' and 'first order' scattering effects. In what follows 
we present a solution to the original boundary value problem P( itO) which is exact 
to first order. 
SOLUTION OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM TO FIRST ORDER 
We consider plane wave incidence with propagation direction e such that 
e· x = cosB, x == x /llxlllies in the (1', B) plane: 
(15) 
where v = L, T and the respective longitudinal and shear wave numbers and phase 
velocities are 
wkr;l == CL == «). + 2/-l)/p)1/2, wk:rl == Cr == (/-l/p)1/2 
and the resulting two possible ito are then 
-0 ( -) _.:; ° -0 ( -) _ .:; (" 0) UL W,X = VX L, UT W,X = v X eZXT 
(16) 
(17) 
The total field due to the interaction of these it~ with the cylindrical hole aDh can 
be found in Eringen and Suhubi [1], and is 
(18) 
where 
00 
X~(w, X) == L [enin In(k,,1') + (A~)n H~l)(k,,1')] cosnB, v = K 
n=O 
00 
X~(w,X) == L (A~)n H~l)(k,,1') sinnB, (19) 
n=O 
where in addition to v = L, T we have K = L, T, also co = 1 and en = 2 for n ;::: l. 
The I n and H~l) are the respective Bessel and Hankel functions of the first kind, 
also l' = Ilxll since again x lies in the (1',B) plane. The coefficients of our Neumann 
problem are, using Eringen's notation, 
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(Af)n == -(I/D.n)enin [Tiil(kLa)Tl;\kTa) - T1;l(kLa)Ti;l(kTa)] 
(Af)n == -(I/D.n)enin [Tgl(kLa)T1;)(kLa) - Tl;)(kLa)Tg)(kLa)] 
(ADn == -(I/D.n)enin [Ti~)(kTa)Tl;l(kTa) - T1;\kTa)Ti;l(kTa)] 
(A~)n == -(I/D.n)enin [Tg)(kLa)Tl~)(kTa) - Tl;)(kLa)Tg)(kTa)] (20) 
where 
(21) 
and where the Tj~), which involve combinations of the I n and H~l) (and their deriva-
tives), can be deduced from the table on p. 778 of [1]. The results of that table re-
quired by (20) and (21) are correct, yet we note that the second term of the Tg) 
appearing on p. 899 should be premultiplied not by (3r, but rather by n{3r. We note 
that the computer code itself corresponding to the solution (18) of Ph(it~) achieves, 
to within an insignificant numerical error, a satisfaction of both field equation (9) 
and boundary condition ((10) with f(c) = 0). 
We next consider interaction of the total field it~ + Ph(i1~) (given by (18)) with 
the crack 8Dc by solving the boundary value problem Pc (it~ + Ph(it~)). We first 
express the resultant scattered field as 
Pc(it~+Ph(it~))= J li?xf(w,x,Y)·b.itll(w,x), yEDc (22) 
aDo 
~hich identically satisfies the field equation (11) (via the forthcoming properties of 
T), and where we have defined the crack-opening displacement 
A - ( -) _ - ( -+) - ( --) LlUIIW,X =Ullw,X -UIlW,x (23) 
(corresponding to the it~ fields (17)) in terms of the x± E 8D;: corresponding to 
x E 8Dc • We comment that the components of all tensors appearing in this crack 
problem are to be thought of as expressed with respect to the earlier mentioned 
cartesian basis (ex,ey,e z ) affixed to 8Dc. Also appearing in (22) is the traction 
Green's function 
(24) 
(here H is the Hookean operator of (3) and nc = -ey is the normal to 8Dc) cor-
responding to the displacement Green's function which satisfies the distributional 
equality 
-- -l G(w,x,y) = -is(x - y), x,y E Dc (25) 
together with a radiation condition and local boundary condition 
H(w,x) [6(w,x,y)] . nh(x) = 0, x E 8DI., y E Dc (26) 
where 8D;' is an t:-neighborhood of 8Dh centered at the crack-mouth 8Dh n 8Dc. 
We note that (26) is playing the role of the original edge condition 'i' required of 
the scattered field over the crack-mouth portion of 8(8Dc), the same condition 'ii' 
remains in effect over the remaining crack-edge portion of 8(8Dc). 
Mathematically, the reason for (26) is so as to give the correct asymptotic be-
havior of the field near 8Dh n 8Dc, in the sense that there is an inherant nonunique-
ness without it. Happily, a Green's function satisfying (26) is the halfspace (out-
ward normal -ex) Green's function used in [2] in exactly the same_contex~ of pos-
sessing a normal edge crack. Using then this Green's function for G and T we have 
only to invert the boundary condition equation ((12) with f(h) = Ph(it~)) 
H(w, y) [Pc (it~ + Ph(it~))] ·nc(Y) = -H(w, y) [( i1~ + Ph(it~))] ·nc(Y), y E 8Dc 
(27) 
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for the crack-opening displacement appearing in (22). This is accomplished in dis-
crete fashion by the nwnerical routine developed in [2J, and by then substituting 
the resulting 6..iJ" into (22), the boundary value problem Pc (iJ~ + Ph( iJ~») is 
solved. 
We summarize the situation. With the modification iJo -+ iJ~ motivated by (17) 
we add it to both sides of (13) from the previous section so as to write the Born 
series for the total field (2) with iJ -+ iJ" corresponding to the original boundary 
value problem P(iJ~) as 
(2S) 
and where we have used the fact that Ph and Pc are linear mappings. We first 
point out that regarding the first term after the equality (i) The first action '.' on 
iJ~ was accomplished by (IS), and (ii) The next action '.' is accomplished by (22), 
adding then to it the incident field iJ~. Hence for calculation of iJ" to first order we 
seem only to be missing the field Ph (Pc(iJ~») corresponding to a iJ~ which inter-
acts with aDh after first interacting with aDc. Clearly, this term will not change 
the crack-opening displacement and hence 
6..iJ" = 6.. (1 + Pc) . (1 + Ph) . iJ~) + higher order terms (29) 
which via 6..iJ~ === 0 simplifies to 
6..iJ" = 6.. (Pc. (1 + Ph) . iJ~) + higher order terms (30) 
and where most notably the first term after the equality is exactly the 6..iJ" which 
we obtain from (22) and (27) via (IS) and (19). The important conclusion we come 
to is this: The inversion of (27) gives a crack-opening displacement 6..iJ" via (22) 
which, in terms of the original boundary value problem P( iJD), is exact to first or-
der. 
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
In this section we compute our backscatter Auld voltage differentials, see [3J, 
bT,,(w)===(iw)-l f cfxi'?,(w,x).6..iJ,,(w,X) (31) 
aDo 
where ~ is the incident traction field on aDc via (5), and 6..iJ" is the resultant 
crack-opening displacement to first order appearing in (30). The physics of ar" 
itself is that of giving the difference in transducer voltage (assuming a Hermitian 
system) due to the backscatter of a crack v.s. no-crack situation. Hence the 6r" is 
a natural deterministic basis for the POD (probability of detection) model, which 
itself we can readily obtain by superimposing on the 8r" the noise statistics corre-
sponding to a given experimental configuration. 
All nwnerical results were carried out for the case of alumninum (CL = 6320m/s, 
CT = 30S0m/s). In Fig. 1 we present the full complex 8r,,(w) for v = L,T with 
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al d = 2 and kTa = 10, indicating the rich structure which manifests as the crack 
orientation e = ec (see text above (15)) changes with respect to the interrogating 
wave. 
In the remaining plots we present time-domain voltage differentials via an appli-
cation of (lb) to (31), noting that the linearity of the operator allows for the same 
physical interpretation mentioned above. For our current purposes we choose as 
our 'transducer response function' a simple Gaussian which in the kTa domain is 
unity at the origin and drops to a value of .001 at kTa = 16.5. Convolving then this 
function with a 6r II(W) for some aid and ec gives the corresponding time-domain 
response 61\( t) to a Gaussian pulse of unit strength and centered at t = O. 
In Fig. 2 we present or L( t) voltage differentials due to an incident plane L-wave 
pulse, and in Fig. 3 we present similar orT ( t) voltage differentials due to an inci-
dent plane T-wave pulse. Note the increase in signal strength as the crack increases 
in size from aid = 3 to aid = 2. The L-wave pulse is incident with an angle of 
ec = 900, the T -wave pulse with B = 1800. Corresponding results for angles of inci-
dence 00 :s: Be :s: 1800 and crack lengths 1.65 :s: aid < 00 (via kTd max of 10., which 
can be extended by a crack Kirchhoff approximation) are readily obtained. 
DISCUSSION 
We have developed a scattering model for a cylindrical-hole-with-normal-edge-
half-penny-shaped-crack scattering system which solves for the crack-opening dis-
placement exactly to first order of the interacting incident field. This was accom-
plished by applying to the crack surface of the previously solved half-space-with-
normal-edge-half-penny-shaped-crack problem those tractions corresponding to the 
total field of the cylindrical-hole-without-crack scattering problem. We then used 
the resulting crack-opening displacements to compute Auld differential voltages 
corresponding to the backscatter response of a cylindrical hole with and without 
a crack. These time domain signal strengths can then serve as the deterministic 
basis for a crack POD model in which crack size and orientation are the primitive 
variables. 
lrwave 
5r .(w) 
......• = L ........ : 
Fig. 1. Complex frequency domain Auld voltage differentials for incident plane 
L-and T-waves with aid = 2 and kTa = 10. 
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2. Time domain Auld voltage differentials for an incident plane L-wave 
pulse with 8e = 900 • 
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Fig. 3. Time domain Auld voltage differentials for an incident plane T-wave 
pulse with 8e = 1800 • 
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